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FOR E WORD 
This report  is the result of a study on the numerical analysis of s t resses  and deforma- 
tions of fixed-edge isotropic segmental conical shells of linearly varying thickness 
under uniform pressure,  and gravitational loading, as well as linear thermal gradient 
across  the thickness of the shell. Work on this study was performed by staff members  
of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company in cooperation with the George C .  Marshall 
Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under 
Contract NAS 8-11480. Contract technical representative was H.  Coldwater. 
This volume is the third of a nine-volume final report of studies conducted by the 
department of Solid Mechanics, Aerospace Sciences Laboratory, Lockheed Missiles & 
Space Company. Project Manager was K .  J. Forsberg; E. Y.  W. Tsui w a s  Technical 
Director for the work. 
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SUMMARY 
This volume presents a set of basic equations for  thin elastic conical sheils and a digital 
program for the analysis of static response of segmental conical shells of linearly 
varying thickness with fixed edges under the following loading conditions: 
0 Uniform pressure 
0 Gravitational loading 
0 Linear thermal gradient through the thickness of shell 
The problem is solved numerically by means of finite-difference technique, using a 
direct method of solving a large system of simultaneous equations. For completeness 
much of the information presented in Vol. I1 is repeated 
here.  
V 
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NOTATION 
M( ), N( ), Q( ), u , v  , 
W , X , Z (  \ , O , P , K  
nondimensional parameters defined in text 









flexural rigidity of shell = Eh /12(1 - v ) 
modulus of elasticity 
boundary force at Station i 
boundary forces of fixed-edge shell due to applied forces or 
thermal gradients 
shear modulus 
thickness of shell  
mesn spacings in x- and &coordinate directions 
m ,  n number of columns and rows of the mesh 
k ,  k . .  
1.l 
dummy subscripts 
stiffness influence coefficients 
moments and s t ress  resultants 
surface o r  body forces 
transverse shears 




T change of temperature 
displacement components in directions x , 0 ,  and 
A A  
ix 
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A A A  




angle subtending one-half width of conical segment 
orthogonal coordinates along boundaries of shell 
boundary deformations (displacements o r  rotations) of Station i 




4 2  
43 
A h  x x  
0 '  L 
0 
fi 
changes of curvature o r  torsion of middle-surface 
Poisson's ratio 
rotations of the normal at the middle-surface 
a( 
a2 
functions at a discrete point i , j where i , j implies the 2 - and 
&-directions respectively 
thermal s t ra in  = coefficients of linear expansion times the 
change of temperature, T 
rotation in the middle-surface around the normal 
dimensional quantities 
angle defining cone axis orientation relative to  gravitational 
force 
half-cone angle 
dimensional distances defining the near and far boundaries of 
shell panel from the apex 
dimensional thickness of shell at 2 
0 
Additional notations and symbols are defined in the text. 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
As a result of an investigation of juncture s t r e s s  fields peculiar to the multicellular 
pressure vessels (Fig. l), a theory for the prediction of the membrane and bending 
s t r e s ses  and the corresponding deformations for such shell structures w a s  formulated." 
4 -  CELL STRUCTURE 20- CELL STRUCTURE 
Fig. 1 hlulticellular Shell Structure 
*"Investigation of Juncture Stress Fields in Multicellular Shell Structures , I 1  by 
E. Y. W. Tsui,  F. A. Brogan, J. M. Massard, P. Stern, and C. E. Stuhlman, 
Technical Report M-03-63-1, Lockheetl Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, 
Calif., Feb 1964 - NASA Cli-GlOT,O 
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Due to the fact that analytic solutions are still lacking, i t  was decided to solve the 
problem numerically by means of finite-difference technique. To ensure the feasi- 
bility of such a n w  erica1 solution, a direct method of solving large matrices witk 
a high-speed d i g i t a l  computer was also developed. 
According to the previous work, if  the stiffness o r  displacement method i s  used, the 
total forces and hence the corresponding s t r e s ses  along the juncture of the shell 
segments (Fig. 2) may be expressed concisely in the following matrix form 
f where k i s  the stiffness matrix, 0 are the deformations, and F are the fixed-end 
forces due to applied loads o r  thermal gradients. 
logical to solve the problem systematically by the established general procedure of 
analysis already described.* This procedure may be stated briefly as follows: 
1. Determination of the fixed-end forces, 
well as s t r e s ses  and deformations in the interior of shell segments 
due to loads 
In view of this situation, i t  is 
Ff , along the boundary as 
2. Determination of the influence coefficients, kij , along the boundaries 
of shell segments, i. e . ,  the induced forces a t  points i due to unit 
deformations (6 ~ 1)  at  points j 
3. Determination of the actual deformations, d , along the shell 
boundaries ; this requires the satisfaction of both compatibility and 
equilibrium conditions at  the junctures of the s t ruc ture  
Once all the work involved in these three steps i s  completed, the total s t r e s ses  and 
deformations in the specific discrete interior locations may be obtained. 
*"Investigation of Juncture Stress Fields in Multicellular Shell Structures , I 1  by 
E. Y. W. Tsui, F. A. Brogan, J. M. Massard, P. Stern, and C. E. Stuhlman, 
Technical Rcport M-03-63-1, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, 
Calif., Feb 1964 - NASA CR-61050. 
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Fig. 2 Basic Shell Elements of Multicellular Structure 
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This volume presents results of the work involved in Step 1 only and covers the follow- 
ing items: 
0 Nondimensional formulation of the problem 
0 Detailed description of a workable digital program for the generation 
of solutions 
0 Example problem including tabulation of s t resses  and deformations of 
an isotropic segmental conical shell with fixed edges under uniform 
internal pressure 
4 
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Section 2 
FORMULATION O F  PROBLEM 
The necessary analytical expressions for  a conical shell have already been given.* In 
order that this report  be complete in the sense of equations, all the required equations 
are presented. 
coordinate axes are given. 
form, and the ordering of the equations is given so that they can be solved by the 
"direct methodT' described in Vol. I. 
Further,  boundary conditions for a boundary which coincides with 
Finally, the governing equations are written in difference 
2 . 1  ANALYTICAL FORMULATION 
The geometry of the conical panel under consideration is shown in Fig. 3. Symmetry 
is noted in the &direction. This condition does not res t r ic t  the equation system which 
follows; it only affects the method of solution. 
AXIS 
NONDIMENSIONAL THICKNESS. h 
i,' 
Fig. 3 Geometry of Conical Shell Panel. 
*"Investigation of Juncture Stress Fields in Multicellular Shell Structures," by E .  Y. W. 
Tsui,  F. A. Brogan, J. M. Massard, P, Stern, and C .  E ,  Stuhlman, Technical Report 
M-03-63-1, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, Calif . ,  Feb 1964 - 
NASA CR-61050. 
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To obtain c formulation which will yield solutions covering a wide range of shell 
parameters ,  al l  geometrical and dependent variables have been nondimensionalized 
and normalized in the following manner: 
For the coordinate system 
For  the dependent variables 
also 
For  the geometric parameters  
ho = h o t L  
x = 
e = a/ec 
i; = e/m 
u = G / i i L  
v = viL 
L w = * / i i  
- xx - X X G L  
x,, = x 2 xe L 
(2. la)  
(2.  lb )  




(2.  2b) 
(2.2c) 
(2. 2d) 
(2 .  2e) 
( 2 . 2 f )  
h(x) = linear thickness variation (nondimensional) 
= ho + hlx 
x 
hl = ra te  of change of thickness in x 
= i o/% = nondimensional distance defining one boundary of shell  panel 
0 
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With these relationships, the basic shell equations can be written as shown in 
Secs. 2. 1. 1 through 2. 1 .4 .  
2. 1. 1 Rotation-Displacement Relations 
Positive displacements and rotations of the middle-surface (Fig. 4) are shown in 
Fig. 5 and a r e  related by the equations 
ax - - W x  
'"e 
(2.  3a) 
(2.3b) 3 = V/X tan @ 3  - wlq/xOc s in  @ 
+ = [ v , ~  - (1/xec sin 43)u,e + v/x]/2 
2. 1. 2 Strain-Displacement Relations 
The s t ra ins  of the middle-surface a r e  related to displacements by 
and the changes of curvature and torsion are 
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Fig. 4 Stress Resultants, Moments; and Loads 
Fig. 5 Displacements and Rotations 
SPACE COMPANY 
The s t ra ins  at a distance z from the middle-surface a r e  given by 
- 
E = E -t ZX, 






(2. 6 c )  
2. 1.3 Constitutive Relations 
Positive stress resultants are shown in Fig,  4. 
related t o  them and to  s t ra ins  by the following equations: 
Nondimensional stress resultants are 
(2. 7a) 
2 - T 
N X = [ f ix( l  - v )/Eh] = E X  + V E O  + N 
= [sxe/hG] = 7 + (h 2 /6x tan @3)Xxe 
Nx e 









a = thermal coefficient of expansion 
= temperature change relative to  a zero  thermal s t r e s s  condition 
2. 1.4 Governing Differential Equations 
The governing differential equations for a conical shell in t e r m s  of the displacement 
components u ,  v ,  and w are given by 
+ a u  + a u + a v + a v + a7w,x + a w = A  (2.83)  a u  1 j xx  ' a2U9ee 3 'x 4 5 'xe 6 ' e  8 
c u  + c u + c v  + C V  + c v  + C W  
1 'x 2 3 'xxo + c4v9e00 5 'xe 6 9 0  7 'xxxx 
+ c w = C (2 .  8 ~ )  
+ c13w388 + c14w'x 15 
10 
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where 
a = - h  1 
a = - [(l-  v)/20: sin2 @,] (h/x 2 ) 
2 
a = - [ ( l /x)h + hl) 
a4 = [ ( l /x)h - vhl]/x 
3 
= - v cot 4, h/x a7 
a = cot @ a4 8 
5 bl = a 
b, = - [ ( 3  - v)h/2x + (1 - v)h1/2]/xOc sin Q 3  
2 
b4 = - [i + (1/12 tan 
b8 = (cos G3/12 e3 C sin4 ~b~)(h/x)~/x 
2 
by = - [(I - 2 ~ ) ( h / x ) ~  - 6 ( 1  - v ) h , ( h / ~ ) ~ ]  COS $,/la@c sin Cb3 
2 2 
b10 = [ - 1 + (h/x - 3hl) (1 - ~ ) h / 6 x ] h  COS $,/x Oc s in  $ 3 
11 
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7 c = - a  1 




= -(2 - v)h cot "/12 OCx sin @ 
3 
3 
3 c 4 = - h  cot 03/12 0:x4 sin3 4 
2 
3 c 5 = [h/x - 2hl] h2 cot G 3 / 4  Bcx sin @ 
2 
c 6 = [ l  + h2/3x2 - 3hlh/4x + vh2/2]h 1 cot 43/Bcx s in  @ 3 
2 c = h3/6(0 x sin 4 ) 
8 C 3 
c 9 = h3/12e4X3 C sin4 4 3 
c 10 = [h/x + 3hl]h2/6 
c = - [h /x  - 3hl]h2/6(0 x s in  4 ) 2 
11 C 3 
2 
c 12 = - [(h/x) - 3(2 + v)hlh/x - 6h;] h/12 
c = [4h2/x2 - 9hlh/x + 6vhl]h/12(0 2 x s in  d3) 2 13 C 
c 14 = [(h/x)2 - 3hlh/x + 6vht] h/12x 
c = hcot2 b3/x2 
15 
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In general, the loading functions are 
2 T A = (1 - v )Px/E + (hN ),x 
3 T  2 C = (1 - v2)PZ/E - (hN )/. tan @ 3  + + h3MT 'X /12x + (h M ),ee/x202 C sin @ 3 T 
where in general, 
I T d z  T (hN ) = -(1 + V ) O  
-h/2 




a = thermal coefficient of expansion 
= temperature change relative to a zero thermal stress condition 
As mentioned in Sec. 4, the digital computer program which has been prepared has  
three options for loading. The specialization of the loading functions given above for 
each of these options follows: 
0 Uniform pressure 
2 C = (1 - v ) P  /E = 1 . 0  
Z 
This will yield solutions normalized by C . 
and value of Poisson's ratio, C can be found. 
For a given pressure,  modulus, 
The values of the dimensional 
13 
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dependent variables, h , a , and G I  can be computed from the nondimensional 
quantities, u ,  v , and w , obtained from the computer solution as 
L i = ucx  
A A 
L v = V C X  
L G = wcx 
where 
0 Gravitational loading (see Fig. 3 for definition of t e rms)  
h 
h A = - (cos 4 cos 4 - sin 4 sin 4 cos Oc8) 2 3 2 3 
0 
h B = r;- (sin $I sin 8 0)  2 C 
0 




Dimensional displacements can be computed from the nondimensional solu- 
tions, u , v , and w , through the relationships: 
= uxLcho( l  - v 2 )/E 
= vxL6ho(l  - v 2 )/E 
2 4 = wx i h  (1 - v )/E L o  
where 
A 
p = material  density 
14 
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0 Linear thermal gradient through the thickness of the shell 
For  this special case let T = T 
2To ; T2 = (Te - Ti) ; Te is the temperature at the external surface; 
T i ,  that at  the internal surface and T o ,  that at which the thermal s t ress  
is zero. 
+ T2 z/h where T = 1/2 (Te + T1) - 
Then in nondimensional form, 
T (hN ) = -(1 + v)aTlh  
3 T  2 
(h M ) = -(1 + v)o/T2h 
where 
h = ho + h,x 
The loading functions in nondimensional form then becomes 
1 1  A = -(I + v)aT h 
B = O  
(1 + v)aT hh 2 (1 + v)o/T 1 h - (1 + v)aT2hl - 2 1  
6 6x c =  x tan C # I ~  
Dimensional displacements can be computed from the nondimensional solu- 
tions for u ,  v , and w through the relationships 
h 
L u = u x  
h 
L v = vx 
15 
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2 . 2  BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The boundary conditions have already been given* for an arbi t rary shell with a smooth 
boundary curve. These boundary conditions are in t e r m s  of displacements and s t r e s s  
resultants. If the boundary curve is not smooth, it is possible that a concentrated load 
must be applied at the slope discontinuity. 
by use of the work done by the boundary forces,  
This concentrated load can be established 
The last t e rm in this equa on can be integrated by par t s  to yield 
(2 .10)  
where 
Thus Ri  is a concentrated load in the direction of z at which the boundary curve has 
a discontinuous slope. 
*"Investigation of Juncture Stress  Fields in Multicellular Shell Structures," by 
E .  Y.  W. Tsui, F. A.  Brogan, J. M. Massard,  P. Stern, and C. E .  Stuhlman, 
Technical Report M-03-63-1, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, 
Calif. , Feb 1964 - NASA CR-61050. 
LOCKHEED MISSILES 
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At this point a specific boundary curve is considered. 
abcd. 
This is shown in Fig. 6 as 




h2 - N =  




Q = QX + xoc sin + 3 Mxe,e 
- 
M = M  5 X 
17 




Fig. 6 Boundary Curve and Forces  
At the corners  b and c there is a possible reaction load given by 
Ri = 2Mx,(b;c) 
For a fixed-edge conical shell, the displacement components are all zero.  Thus, f o r  
the boundary curve abcd , the required boundary conditions a r e  
Along ad the symmetry conditions are 
18 
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2 . 3  STRESSES IN SKIN 
Once the s t ress  resultants and couples a r e  known, the corresponding maximum and 
minimum s t ress  of an isotropic shell can be computed by the relations 
O- = - N  1 *  i 5 M x  6 *  
x h x h  (2 .11 )  
This is based on the assumption of a linear s t ress  variation through the thickness 
given as  
- b 
0. = 0. 1 + ZO-. 1 
1 
( 2 . 1 2 )  
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Section 3 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
The finite-difference method is used to solve the governing equations of a conical shell 
segment with fixed edges. 
replace the continuous problem of a continuous coordinate system by one defined at a 
finite number of coordinate points. To accomplish this discretization, the continuous 
two dimensional (x , 0)  domain of the conical shell is covered by a uniform rectangu- 
lar net as shown in Fig. 7 .  Lattice points of this net which a r e  within the domain E 













Fig. 7 Domain and Boundary of Conical Shell Segment 
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are called mesh points and lattice points on the boundary curve T' a r e  called boundary 
points. At these lattice points the dependent variables ( u ,  v , w) of the governing 
differential equations a re  replaced by the discrete values of u i ,  v i ,  w. . 
i of uj denotes the row number and corresponds to the x-coordinate while the super- 
script  j denotes the column number and corresponds to  the 8-coordinate. In general. 
the boundary curve does not coincide with the net. 
consideration, this complication does not exist. 
j j j  The subscript 
1 
i 
However, in the problem under 
The difference equations which a r e  a set  of algebraic relations representing the govern- 
ing equations and boundary conditions a r e  formed by f i rs t  approximating the derivatives 
at a given point by a function of the variable at neighboring points. These functions 
replace the derivatives of the governing equations. Thus, at each mesh point three 
algebraic equations can be written in t e rms  of neighboring points. When the boundary 
conditions a r e  accounted for in these equations the resulting se t  of simultaneous 
algebraic equations 
A X = B  
N N 
replaces the continuous problem. The solution of this set  of algebraic equations can 
be accomplished by methods described in Vol. I. 
3 . 1  APPROXIMATION OF DERIVATIVES 
To t ransform the governing equations to difference form the derivatives of u , v , w 
are expr s s e d  in t e r m s  of their  values at neighboring mesh points. These derivatives 
are determined by a Taylor se r ies  approximation* for a rectangular net and a r e  given 
by the following equations: 
~~ 
*"Investigation of Juncture Stress  Fields in Multicellular Shell Structures," by 
E. Y .  W .  Tsui,  F. A .  Brogan, J .  M .  Massard, P. Stern, and C .  E .  Stuhlman, 
Technical Report M-03-63-1, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, 
Cal i f . ,  Feb 1964 - NASA CR-61050. 
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f 'x  = 1/2L(fY - f0  -1 ) (3 .  la)  
'xx - 2 f z  + fo -1 ) ( 3 .  lb )  
(3 .  I C )  
-3 0 
f,XXX = 1/2h ( f 2  - 2fy + 2f0 -1 - fo -2 ) 
- 4f0 + 6fz - 4f0 + f0 ) (3 .  Id) jxxxx 1 -1 -2 
f , ,  = 1 / 2 E ( f l  0 0  - f - 1 )  (3. l e )  
(3 .  If) 
( 3 .  I d  
(3. lh)  
0 0 
1 , d e  = 1/2ii3 (f: - 2f 0 + 2f;l - f -2)  0 
-4 2 e w e  = l /k (f 0 - 4f1 0 + 6f0 - 4f-' 0 + fi2) 
1 1  f,xe = 1/4%(f1 - f - - f i l  + f-i) - 
4- 
(3. li) 
fTxxe -1 (3. 1 j )  
f:xee = l/2K2(-2f'I + 2f0 -1 + f; + f;' - fl  -1 - f-1)  ( 3 .  lk )  
= l / h  -2-2 k (-2fy - 2f0 - 2fo 1 - 2f,' + f 1 1  + f - l  + f y l  + f - l  + 4fz)  (3 .  11) f,xxee -1 1 -1 
Lower order  approximations to be used as noted 
(3 .  l m )  
0 
= l/k -3 [vo 1 - 3v0 + 3vO1 - v 
v 'eee 0 
22 
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3 . 2  DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
The formation of the difference equations is effected in a straightforward manner by 
substituting the appropriate expressions of Eqs. (3 .  1) into the governing equations 
[ Eqs. (2.  S)] . A complication a r i s e s  when the equations are written at each mesh 
point and the boundary conditions are included in the appropriate equations; i. e. , it 
is not possible to  obtain a sufficient number of equations as unknowns. The applica- 
tion of central  difference approximations requires that low-order approximations be 
used near the boundary so that this problem wi l l  not occur. It is noted that Eq. ( 2 . 8 ~ )  
contains a third derivative of v with respect to  8 .  The third derivative as given by 
Eq. (3. lg )  is in t e rms  of five points hence is a higher order  approximation (only four 
points are necessary for a third derivative). It was decided to incorporate the four 
point derivative [Eq. (3. l m )  for v,eeB throughout. After these substitutions the 
governing equations in difference form at a point 0 ,  o a r e  as follows: 
-1 + v-1) A 1 1  u + A ~ U - ~  + A 3 0  (ul + u;') + A~U:  + ~ 5 ( V 1  - v-l - v 1 
+ AG(V: - V i 1 )  + A7 (Wy - W -1 ) + A8Wo 
-7 3 1 
+ B 5 0  (VI + v-') 0 + B G o  v  + B 7 (wt  - w - l )  0 + Bs(W: - W 1 
0 0 1 1  
-1 
= Ao (3. 2a) 0 
0 
1 -1 0 0 
B1(u: - u -1 1 - u + u:;) + B2(uo - Uo + B V + BqV-l 
1 - w-') + B 1 O  (wz 0 - w-"> 0 = Bo 0 (3.2b) 
-1 
c,(u; - u 0 ) + czu: + c3vo 1 + C4Vi1 + c5(v1 1 - vi') 
-1 
-1 -2 + C 8 0  + cgw2 0 + C 1 ( - y 2  0 + C,(V', - v -1 ) + c 7 v 0  
'15 (wi + 10;') + clG(w-1 + w-l) -1 + CI7WZ = co 0 
(w2 + w-2) f C12W1 0 + CI3W-1 0 + c 1 4  ( wo + w;1) 
+ cll 0 0 
(3.2c) 
23 
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when 
A~ = a fi2 + a3/2i; 
= a /li2 - a 3 / 2 ~  
= a 2 F 2  




A5 = a5/4& 
= as/& 
A~ = a,/2l; 




8 A8 = a 
A’ = A 
0 
B1 = bl/4hk 
B3 = b3/h2 + b5/2L 
B5 = b4/k2 
- 
- - [ B 3  -I- B4] -2B5 + b 6 
S PAC E COMPANY 
B8 = b7/2L2E + bg/4% 
B9 = b7/2h2E - bg/4G 
B10 = b8/2k3 
BE = B 
c1 = c1/21i 
c2 = c 2 
c3 = - c  3 /?E + c 4 p 3  + C6/2E 
c4 = c 3 /?E + 3 c 4 p  - C 6 / 2 E  
c5 = c 3 /2L% + c5/4G 
‘6 = c 3 /2L2E - CJ4i-G 
c7 = - c  4 1 ~ 3  
c9 = 7 l L 4  + c 1 0 p 3  
10 = c 7 /L4 - ClO/2L3 
Cll = c 9 /I2 
12 = -4c 7 154- 2c 8 p E 2  - clo/h3 - cll/LE2 + c12p + c14/21; 
c8 = -3c4/E3 
-2-2 13 = - 4 ~  7 1 - 4  h - 2~ 8 /h k + c l o b 3  + c l l /m2 + c12/L2 - c14/2h 
25 
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k 
= -2c8/h -2-2 k - 4c9/1;4 + c13/E2 
14 
15 = c 8 /h -2-2 k + c l l  /zi;E2 
= c /h -2-2 k - c l l /2G2 
16 8 
C17 = 6c,/L4 + 4c8/L2k2 + 6 c 9 p  - 2c12 - 2c /E2 + c15 13 
0 co = c 
The complete set of difference equations a r e  obtained by writing these equations at 
each mesh point. Along lines of symmetry only two equations are necessary since 
one of the variables will be zero.  After the incorporation of fixed edge boundary 
conditions, a sufficient number of equations for unknowns yields a set of simultaneous 
algebraic equations which a r e  written in matrix form as 
A X = B  
N N 
Unless ca re  is exercised in ordering the equations and unknowns, the square matr ix  
A N can be full. From the aspect of solving a large number of equations (Vol. I) ,  the 
ordering is important. To establish an insight into the idea of the ordering employed, 
it is noticed from the difference expressions [ Eqs. (3 .  l)] that the highest derivatives 
are in t e r m s  of at most two rows "above;" two rows "below;" two columns to the 
rrleft,rr and two columns to the rTright'' of a given meshpoint. If a l l  the equations for  a 
given column were written and stored in submatrix form,  the unknowns would involve 
two columns to the 7Tright'' and rrleft." Thus, any column would involve, at  most, five 
submatrices.  The matrix A is accordingly partitioned in the manner shown below, 
where m is the number of columns in the finite difference net. 
SPACE COMPANY 
A =  
N 
EIFIGl . . . 
D2E2F2G2 




C D E  m m m  
This matrix A N is obtained by writing Eqs. (3.1) in D N and not on the boundary I?. 
The boundary and symmetry conditions have been used to eliminate certain equations. 
Fixed-edge boundary conditions a r e  well-suited for this formulation, since they do 
not require complex algebraic expressions. Specifically, if  Eqs.  (3.1) are written 
one column from the boundary, then the submatrix Fm is zero (u = v = w = 0) 
and the submatrix Gm contains only w terms which a re  reflected into Em due to 
the boundary condition. Along a symmetry line all t e rms  a re  either reflected with 
the same o r  opposite sign. This fact accounts for the missing C1 and D1 matrices. 
Similar alterations are made in each matrix to account for boundary and symmetry 
conditions. 
For a conical shell, the solution in D N is not uniform; at the boundary (x = 0 ,  1) the 
variation of the dependent variables occurs in a small  interval. Such boundary 
behavior is characteristic of shell-type problems. 
occurs only in the x-direction. 
region requires a small mesh spacing which may be accomplished by grading without 
destroying the form of A. 
For a conical shell, this behavior 
To  reveal the solution in sufficient detail in this 
An explanation of grading w a s  given in Vol. 11, Sec. 3.3 
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Section 4 
DIGITAL PROGRAM 
4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The present program provides solutions for fixed-edge conical shell panels under loads 
and changes of temperature. The method of solution consists hasically in obtaining the 
displacement components u, v ,  and w at various discrete stations of the s t ructure  by 
finite-difference approximation (see Secs. 2 and 3). 
stresses may then be computed. 
The corresponding s t ra ins  and 
The program is designed to compute the fixed-edge forces due to intermediate loads 
o r  thermal gradient. However, displacements, s t ra ins ,  and s t r e s ses  in the loaded 
region a r e  also evaluated simultaneously. 
able : 
The following program options a r e  avail- 
0 Finite-difference mesh 
(a) Uniform spacing 
(b) Graded spacing in the x-direction 
Loading conditions 
(a) Uniform normal pressure  
(b) Gravitational loading 
(c) Linear temperature gradient through the skin thickness 
There a r e  restrictions on the geometrical dimensions of panels. However, the 
accuracy with which the basic differential equations are approximated may vary for  
different configurations of the conical shell. 
The finite-difference mesh network is specified completely by prescribing the number 
of rows and columns exclusive of the bouidaries,  together with the grading options 
which have been chosen. Rows in the finite-difference mesh a r e  Ttparallel’t  to the 
28 
8-axis, and columns correspond to generators of the cone. The number of rows may 
vary from 4 to 24 and the number of columns from 4 to 80. Thus, a maximum of 5760 
unknowns can be solved. Greater accuracy near  the boundaries can often be obtained 
by selecting grading. By this means, it is possible to use a mesh spacing at the 
boundary as little as 1/32 of that at the middle portion of the panel. 
There are certain restrictions on the use of the grading option. When such an option 
is used, a separate input card is required to specify a mesh spacing exponent MM(J) 
for each row J. 
mesh spacing XH/2**MM(J) is used. 
distances from Row J to the row above and the row below. XH is the basic input mesh 
spacing along the x-direction. For any Row J, MM(J)  and MM(J+  1) must not differ by 
more  than 1. Also, three consecutive rows cannot have three distinct exponents. 
MM(J) may vary from 0 to 5. 
The finite-difference equations are written along Row J ,  then the 
This distance must be the least of the two 
The description of symbols and input data a r e  shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
shows the flow diagram of this program. 
Figure 8 
Table 1 
DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS 
Symbol 
RECORD 





Hollerith information describing problem 
0 Uniform mesh spacing 
1 
0 Uniform normal pressure  
1 Gravitational loading 
2 
0 Omit shell s t ra ins  
1 Print  shell straing 
0 
1 Last case with plots 
Graded mesh spacing in x-direction 
Linear temperature gradient through the skin thickness 
Not last case with plots 
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MM(J) , J = 1, RGW 
MM( 3 1) 




CILBL(1, 1) , I = 1,6  
CILBL(1, 2) , I = 1,6  
CILBL(1, 3) , I = 1,6  
CILBL(1, 4) , I = 1,6  
Table 1 (cont'd) 
Description 
Number of rows in the finite-difference mesh 
Number of columns in the finite-difference mesh 
Basic distance between rows in the mesh 
Basic distance between columns in the mesh 
Poisson's ratio 
Half angle of segment (see Fig. 3) 
Nondimensional reference thickness (ho/XL) 
Rate of change of thickness in x 
Nondimensional distance (see Fig. 3) ( 
Half cone angle 
Angle defining orientation of cone axis relative to 
gravitational force (see Fig. 3) 
External temperature 
Internal temperature 
Ambient temperature for zero s t r e s s  
Coefficient of thermal expansion 
Grading mesh constants; mesh spacing used for differ-  
ence equations on Row J is equal to XH/2. **MM(J) 
Number of rows to be plotted 
Four row numbers for which plot output is desired 
* A  
Curve labels appearing on the plot output to identify the 
rows selected CILBL(1, 1) corresponds to MM(32);  etc. 
SPACE COMPANY 
Table 2 
INPUT DATA SEQUENCE AND FORMAT 
FORTRAN Symbol 
RECORD 
I+PTl, I+PT2, I+PT3 
R+W, C@L, XH, XK 
ZNU, THC, HB+, Hl,X@XL, PH3 
PH2 
TE,  TI, T@, +C 
MM(J),J = l , R + W  
MM(J),J = 31,35 
CILBL(1, 1) , I = 1,6 
CILBL(1, 2 ) ,  I = 1,6 
CILBL(1, 3 ) ,  I = 1 , 6  
CILBL(1, 4 ) ,  I = 1,6 
(a) Omitted unless I+PT2 = 2. 
(b) Omitted unless I+PTl = 1. 
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Set tape unit 
designations ; 
- L - 
I 
Read and write 
input data . Plot - ' 
I Reset tape 1 
I control values and write run time 
Print  shell  









and values of control 
const ants 
matrix by recursion on 
I Obtain particular 1 I solution X by 
backward substitution 
I in factored matrix 1 
I =  1 
Omit shell 







for  the boundary 
conditions 
W r i t e  solution 
for displacement 
components u , 
v ,  and w 
Fig. 8 Flow Chart  
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4.2 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The analysis of the conical panel shown in Fig. 9 will  s e rve  as an example to illus- 
trate input data, format,  and the type of information that can be  obtained through use 
of the program described in this volume. 
I I 
I /  LklGHT BOUNDARY/ 7 -- 
CONE 
AXIS 
8 = THC = 0.61 radian 
C 
ho/XL = HB@ = 0.0045 
@3 = PH3 = 0.497 radian 
X0/XL = X$XL = 0 . 3  
h = H = 0 . 0  1 1 
Fig. 9 Conical Shell Panel for  Example 
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The example is for  the loading option of uniform normal pressure (p, = constant) . 
Grading is used in the x-coordinate so as to obtain a reasonable solution with the 
present restrictions of the computer program (24 rows, 80 columns). The actual 
mesh spacing which yields a solution of desired accuracy must be obtained by explora- 
tory runs using different number of rows and columns. Such runs were made with the 
given geometry. It was found that 20 rows and 20 columns were required to obtain 
satisfactory results in both displacements and stress resultants. More accurate 
results can be obtained by use of an even finer mesh spacing. 
Values of input quantities for the 20 by 20 case are given in Table 3 and a listing of 
the corresponding input data cards is presented in Table 4. 
x-coordinate corresponding to the row number follows: 
For convenience, the 
x = 0.3 - ROW 2 1  
x = 0.30625 - ROW 20 
x = 0.31250 -ROW 19 
x = 0.325 -ROW 18 
x = 0.3375 -ROW 17 
x = 0.35 -ROW 16 
x = 0.375 -ROW 15 
x = 0.4 -ROW 14 
x = 0.45 -ROW 13 
x = 0.5  -ROW 12  
x = 0 .6  -ROW 11 
x = 0.7 -ROW 10 
x = 0.8  -ROW 9 
x = 0.85 -ROW 8 
x = 0.9 -ROW 7 
x = 0.925 -ROW 6 
x = 0.95 -ROW 5 
x = 0.9625 -ROW 4 
x = 0.975 -ROW 3 
x = 0.9875 -ROW 2 
x = 0.99375 -ROW 1 
x = 1.0 -ROW 0 
Results from the computer program are in the form of printed digital values and 
selected plots. Sample printed output given in  Table 5 presents displacement com- 
ponents (u, v, w) , s t r e s s  resultants (Nx , N e ,  Nex , Nxe , Mx , M e ,  Mxe , Q, , Q,) , 
[Note that these quantities and boundary s t r e s s  resultants ( N  
are in nondimensional form as defined in Sec. 2.3 
ment components (u, v,  w) and stress resultants (Nx, Ne ,  M x ,  Me) along Rows 1, 2, 
10, and 16 and boundary s t r e s s  resultants (Ntan , Nnorm , Q , M) along the boundary 
curve. 
Q , M) . tan’  Nnorrn 9 
Plotted output includes displace- 
This plotted output is shown in Figs. 10a through 0. 
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Table 3 







20 .0  
0 . 1  
0.05 













I PH2, TE,  TI, T$, T@? w 
MM( 3 1) 
MM( 3 2) 
MM( 33) 
MM( 34) 
MM( 3 5) 
CILBL(1, 1)I= 1 , 6  
CILBL(I,2)1= 1 , 6  
CILBL(I,3)1= 1 , 6  






















x=O.99375, Row 1 
x=0.9875, ROW 2 
x = 0 . 7 ,  Row 10 
x-0.35,  Row 16 
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Table 5 
EXAMPLE UNIFORM THICKNESS CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
C O N E  DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS ( U ,  V p ' W )  
C O L  ROW U 
5r 23 0, 
5, 22 7.908239E-02 
5 r  21 BOUNDARY 0. 
5, 20 -3.362265E-02 
5r 19 -7.104976E-02 
5 1  18 -1.615456E-01 
5r 17 -2.752391E-01 
5r 16 -3.948630E-01 
5 r  15 -6.231503E-01 
5 ,  14 -8.159761E-01 
5 1  13 -1.139539E 00 
5 b  12 -1.375848E 00 
51 11 -1.706683E 00 
5, 10 -1,760347E 00 
5 c  9 -1.627A39E 00 
5r e -1 545866E 00 
5 r  7 -1,433594E 00 
5L 4 -1.322050E 00 
5, 4 -8.731902E-01 
5 ,  3 -6.295027E-01 
5r 2 -3,282747E-01 
5 1  1 -1.665396E-01 
5 1  -p  BOUNDARY 0 ,  
5r -1 3.156418E-01 
5, -2 0, 
























0 1  
1.273210E-01 
-19345499E 0 0  
0 9  
W 
























8,931297E 0 0  
~ o m v 3 4 ~  OB 
C O N E  S T R E S S  R E S U L T A N T S .  
ROW COL N X  NTHETA NXTHETA N T H f T A X  
9 ,  1-7 2,5156E 01 9 , 2 0 1 3 E  01 1,7981E 01 1,7955E O 1  
9 ,  18 2,5025E 0 1  9,1296E 01 2.0416E 01 2,0362E 0 1  
9, 19 2,5184E 01 9.0449E 01 2,3062E e l  2,2993E 01 
9 t  20 2,5663E 01 8.9436E 01 2,57016 0 1  2.5645E 01 
98 21 2,6824E 01 8,9414E 01 2180346 01 2,8034E 0 1  
10, 1 2,6187E 01 8.4748E 01 6,9418E-09 0, 
Lot 2 26156E 01 R.4728E 01 8,6731E-01 8,74bZE-Q1 
l o r  3 2,6062E 01 8.4670E 01 1,7268E 0 0  1974OIE O O  
l o p  4 2,5907E 01 6.4575E 01 2,5725E 00  2,5919f 0 0  
10, 5 2,5693E 01 8.4448E 01 3 , 4 0 1 4 E  0 0  3,4263f 0 0  
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Table 5 (cont'd) 
101 6 2,5424E 01 8.4293E 01 4,2149E 00 
10, 7 2,5106E 01 n.4117E 01 5,0197E 00 
lor 8 2,4747E 01 8.3926E 01 5,.8281E 00 
10, 9 204358E 01 0.3734E 01 6,6573E 00 
l o #  10 2,3953F 01 6.3517E 0 1  7,5282E O O  
10, 11 2.3551E 01 Rm3306E 01 804639E 00 
10, 12 2,3172F 01 R.30QOE 01 9,4868E 00 
1 0 ,  13 2,2840E 01 8,2867E 01 1,0619E 01 
1 0 ,  14 202579F 01 8,3629E 01 1,1861E 01 
101 15 2,2412E 01 8.3366E 01 1.3227E 01 
101 17 2,2432E 01 Ro1714E 01 1,6265E 01 
10, 18 2,2634E 01 8.1298F 01 1,7883E 01 
10, 19 202957E 01 8.0806E 01 1,9518E 01 
10, 20 2.3379E 01 8.0233E 01 2,1132E 01 
10, 21 2,4042E 01 8.0139E 01 2,2614E 01 
l l r  1 2oO224E 01 7.2057F n l  - 0 .  
11r 2 2,0199E 01 7.3052F 01 4,9524E-01 
11, 3 2,0124E 01 7.2038E 01 1,0045E 0 0  
llr 4 2.0004E 01 7.3014F 01 1,5414E 0 0  
llr 5 1,9845E 01 7.1981E 01 2,1190E 00 
11, 6 1,9657E 01 7.1939F 01 2.7492E 00 
11r 7 1,9450E 01 7.1888E 01 3.4425E 0 0  
llr 8 1.9239E 01 7.1826E 01 4,2072E 00 
11, 9 1,9036E 01 7.1752E 01 5,0492E 0 0  
1 1 ~  IO iiR857E 01 7s1664E 01 509713E 00 
lla 11 1,8715E 01 7 . 1 5 6 0 E  01 6,9729E 0 0  
11r 12 1,8624E 01 7.1437F 01 8,0496E 00 
11, 13 1,8595E 01 7.12ROE 01 9,1931E 00 
1lr 14 1,8635E 01 7.1114E 01 1.0393E 01 
11, 15 1,8749E d l  7,0907E 01 1.1634E 01 
i o r  16 2,2359~ oi a.2066~ o i  1 , 4 7 0 2 ~  01 
4,2446E 00 
5.0529f 00 
5.8633E 0 0  
6,6924E 00 
7,5611E 0 0  
8 . 4 9 2 2 E  00 










0 ,  
5,0047E-01 
1,0146E 00 
1,5558f 0 0  
2,1368E 0 0  
2.7693E 00 
3,4634f 0 0  
4.2277f 00 
5.0678E 00 
5.9866E 0 0  
6,9838E 0 0  
8.0551f 0 0  
9,1930E 0 0  
1.0387E 01 
1,1622E 01 
CONE S T R E S S  R E S U L T A N T S ,  
ROW C O L  M X  M T H E T A  
9 1  17 -1.3067E 03 - 1 . 7 2 2 0 E  
9r 18 -2.4944E 03 - 6 , 1 7 7 1 E  
9, 19 -3.9404E 03 -1.1815E 
99 20 -5.7424E 03 -1.R649E 
9r 21 -709898E 03 -2.6633E 
101 1 1,1689F 03 2.5163E 
$ 0 1  2 1,1702E 03 2 .5559E 
10, 4 1,1756E 03 2.R499E 
10, 3 1.1733E 03 2.6707~ 
10, 5 1.1732F 03 3 . n i - 5 2 ~  
M X T H E T A  Q X  QTHETA 
03 1,1719E 03 4.0291E 04 -3.2833E 05 
03 1.3981E-03 1,9941E 04 -4,2056E 05 
04 1.3710E 03 -1.2380E 04 -591920E 05 
04 Q.5254E 02 -5,8796E 04 -6,230OE 05 
04 0 ,  -1.2065E 05 -6.9175E 05 
03 0 ,  -2,3825E 04 2.3404E-63 
03 -1.5545E 02 -2,3239E 04 6.0257E 03 
03 -3.0268E 02 -2.1485E 04 1.1361E 04 
03 -5.40lOE 02 -1.4565E 04 1,7381E 04 
03 -4.3355E 02 -1,858lE 04 1,5355E 04 
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Table 5 (cont'd) 
1 0 ,  6 1 0 1 6 1 0 F  03 3 .3219F 03 -6,1474E 02  -9 .5074E 0 3  1 ,6873E 0 4  
1 0 1  7 1 .1329F  03 3.5591E 03 -6.5052E 02 -3 ,5279E 0 3  1 , 3 3 4 9 E  04 
101 8 l .O822E 0 3  3 .7505E 03 -6,4163E 02  3 ,1883E 0 3  6 ,4118E 03 
1 0 ,  9 1 . 0 0 2 2 E  0 3  3 .8555E 03 -5,039I.E 0 2  1 .0371E 0 4  -4 ,2386E 03  
10, 1 0  8.8631E 02 3.R3CIOE 03 -4,7560E 02  1 ,7652E 04 -1 ,8807E 04  
100 11 7,2789E 0 2  3,6277E 03 -3,1818E 02  2 .4551E 0 4  -3 ,7412E 04  
10, 1 2  5.2057E 02 3.2009E 03 -1 ,1724E 02 3 .0478E 04  -6 ,0104E I34 
10, 1 3  2m5768f 0 2  7 .5073E (33 I . 166 l .E  02  3 .4743E 04  -806895E 0 4  
100 1 4  -608351E 0 1  1 .4851E 03 3.6698E 02 3 .6582E 04 -1m1779E 05 
1 0 1  1 5  -4 .6688 f  02 1 ,0472E 02 6 , 1 1 2 0 E  02  3 .5203E 04  -1 .5285E 05 
10, 1 6  -9.5029E 0 2  -1.h8S6E 03 9 . 2 0 1 8 E  0 2  2 .9853E 04  -1 ,9218E 05 
1 0 1  1 7  -1.5353E 0 3  -3 ,9196E 03 9,5899E 02  1 , 9 9 0 3 E  04 -2 .3606E 0 5  
1 0 1  18 -2 .2442E 0 3  -6 .6438E n3 9 . 8 8 0 2 E  02 4 ,9503E 03  -2 ,8490E 0 5  
1 0 1  1 9  -3 .1064E 03 - 9 . R 3 h O E  03 R.6509E 02 -1 .5078E 04  -3 ,3928E 05 
1 0 1  20  -4.1587E O J  -1 ,3717E 0 4  5.4839E 02 - 3 0 9 8 2 6 E  04 - 4 0 0 0 0 0 E  05 
10, 2 1  -5 ,4454E 0 3  - 1 . A 1 5 1 E  0 4  1 . 2 7 9 9 6 - 0 6  -6 .8451E 0 4  -4 ,3799E 05 
ii, 1 1 , 4 3 6 1 ~  o:{ 4 . 3 8 9 9 ~  03  0 ,  -8 ,8557E 0 3  -0. 
11, 3 103948E OS 4.2454E 03 -8 .5470E 01 -7 ,5458E 03  -7 ,7640E 0 3  
11, 4 1 ,3432E 0 3  4.1847E 03  -1.1657E 0 2  -5 .9717E 03 -1 ,2209E 0 4  
11, 5 1 ,2712E 0 3  4 .0907E 03 -1,3443E 0 2  - 3 0 8 8 3 9 E  0 3  -1.7316E 0 4  
11, 6 1,1788E 0 3  3 .9546E 0 3  -1 .3582E 0 2  -1 ,3947E 0 3  -2 ,3287E 04 
l l r  7 1 ,0662E OS 3.7654E n3 -1.1849E 0 2  1 ,3575E 03  -3 ,0312E 0 4  
11, 8 9 ,3319E 0 2  3.5103E 03 -9,138OE 0 1  4.2133E o 3 - - 3 , 8 5 7 0 E  04 
11, 9 7,7926E 0 %  3.1749E 0 3  -2 .4808E 0 1  6 .9964E 0 3  -4 ,8237E 0 4  
11, 1 0  6.0344E 0 2  2,7433E 03 4.94166 01 9,5211E 03  -5 ,9500E 04 
11, 11 4,0397E 02 2 .1978E 03 1.3789E 0 2  1.1598E 04  -7 .2562E 0 4  
11, 1 2  1 ,7810E 0 2  1 .5198E 03  2.3556E 0 2  1 .3041E 04  -8 ,7646E 0 4  
11, 1 3  -7 ,8204E 01. 6 . P 8 8 8 E  0 2  3,3579E 0 2  1 .3671E 0 4  -1 ,0502E 65 
11, 1 4  -3,7064E 0 %  -3 .1684E 02 4.3039E 0 2  1 , 3 3 2 4 E  0 4  -1 ,2500E 05 
11, 1 5  -780682F  0 2  -1 .5213E 03 5.09746 0 2  1 ,1851E 0 4  -1 ,4796E 05 
11, 2 1 ~ 2 5 8 E  0 3  4 ,2791F n 3  - 4 . 5 i i 4 E  01 -0 ,5238E 03 - 3 0 7 6 5 6 E  0 3  
BOUNDARY S T R E S S  3 E S U L T A N T S .  
ROW COL NTAN N N O R M  Q 
21,  1 0. -1 ,059hE 0 1  -2 ,90986 
21, 2 -2 ,2565E 0 0  -1 .0496E 0 1  -2.9094E 
21,  4 -6 .6547E 0 0  -9 .7016E 0 0  -2.8850E 
21 ,  5 -8 ,7367E 0 0  -9 .0164E 0 0  -7.8603E 
2 1 ,  6 -1 .0698 f  01 -8 .1488E 00 -2.8265E 
21 ,  3 -4 .4845E 00 - 1 . n i 9 7 E  ni -2.9012E 
21 ,  7 -1 .2506E 0 1  - 7 . 1 0 9 5 F  n o  -2.7826E 
21, 8 -1 .4121E 01 -5.9129~ n o  -2.7275E 
21 ,  9 -1 .5506E 01 -4 .5769E 0 0  -2.65986 
M RBAR 
06  -4 ,0056E 04 
0 6  -3 .9980E 04  
0 6  -3 .9751E 0 4  
0 6  -3 ,9363E 0 4  
0 6  -308808E 04  
0 6  -3 .8074E 04 
0 6  -3 .7146E 04  
06  -3 ,6006E 04  
06  -3 ,4633E 04 
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4 
21s 1 0  - 1 . 6  19E  0 1  - 3 . 1  
Table 5 (cont'd) 
B O U N D A R Y  S T R E S S  4 E S U L T A N ' T S .  
R E A R  
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Table 5 (concl'd) 
0 1  1 5  6 ,0542F 01 3.Q941E 0 1  -5 .3021E 06  -8.6313f 0 4  
0 ,  1 4  5 ,7438E 01 3.9349E 0 1  - 5 . 6 1 2 0 E  06  -9 .1500E 0 4  
0 1  1 2  408615E 01 3.8376F 0 1  -5 .9385E 06  - 9 . 6 9 0 3 6  0 4  
O I  11 4.3590E 01 3.Hlr12E n i  -6 ,0046E 06  -9 ,7959E 0 4  
0 1  1 0  308473F 01 3.7973E 0 1  -6,0301E 0 6  -908332f 0 4  
0 1  9 3.3417E 01 3.7966F 0 1  -6 ,0279E 06  -908245E 0 4  
0 1  0 2,8520E 0 1  3.R053E 0 1  -6.0079E 0 6  -9,787OE 0 4  
0 1  7 2,3840E 01 3 . P 2 0 3 E  01 -5 .9780E 06  -9 .7340E 0 4  
0 1  6 1 . 9 3 9 8 f  0 1  3 .93A6E 0 1  -5 .9438E 0 6  - 9 . 6 7 5 5 f  0 4  
0 ,  5 1b5190E 0 1  3 . 8 5 7 5 €  n l  -5.9100E 0 6  -9 ,6189E 0 4  
0 1  3 7b3619E 0 0  3 . P 8 8 1 E  01 -5 .85536 06  -9 .5321E 0 4  
0 1  2 3.6506E 0 0  3 .8968E 01 -5.838SE 06  -9 .5085E 0 4  
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EXAMPLE UNIrORM THICKMESS CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 X = 0 . 9 9 ~ ? 5 , R O Y  1 0 X:0.7 ,ROY 10 
I X = O . 9 8 7 5  ,ROY 2 I X:O.b5 ,ROY 16 
e18Ir7 
0 0 1  0 0 0  
0. t 0.4 
THETA 
a - Cone Displacement Components 
Fig. 10 Output Plot f o r  the Example: Uniform Thickness Cone Under Uniform 
Normal Pressure  
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EXAMPLE UNIFORM T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 X = 0 . 9 9 3 ? 5 1 R O W  1 0 x:o.7 ,ROW 1 0  




b - Cone Displacement Components 
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EXAMPLE UNIfORM T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER U N I F O R N  NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 X:O.S93?5,ROY 1 0 X.0.7 ,ROY 10 
x X:O.98?5 ,ROY 2 I X z 0 . 3 5  #ROY 16 
3 
THETA 
c - Cone Displacement Components 
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EXAMPLE UNIFORM T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL P R L S S U R t  
0 X I 0 . 7  IRON 10 
I X I 0 . 3 5  IRON 16 
0 x : 0 . 9 9 3 7 S , R O N  1 
X X = 0 . 9 8 7 5  IRON 2 
X z 
d - Cone Stress Resultants 
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EXAMPLE :IFORM THICKNESS CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMlL PRESSURE 
0 x : 0 . 9 9 3 ? S 1 R O W  1 0 X S 0 . 7  ,ROW 1 0  
x x : 0 . 9 a 7 5  ,ROu z I X I 0 . 3 5  ,ROW 16 
. 
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0 X : O . 9 9 ~ 7 S I R O Y  1 0 X'0.7 ,ROU 10 
X X = 0 . 9 8 7 5  ,ROY 2 I X z O . 1 3  tROU 16 
X 
II 
f - Cone Stress Resultants 
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EXAMPLE UNIFORM THICRNESS CONE UNOER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
o X : O . S ~ ~ ~ S , R O W  i 0 X - 0 . 7  ROY 10 






g - Cone Stress Resultants 
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EXAMPLE UNIFORM T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 CURVE 1: UPPER BOUNDARY 
X CURVE 2= LOVER BOUNDARY 
z < 
I- z 
h - Cone Stress Resultants 
. 
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EXAMPLE UNIFORM T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 R I C H 1  BOUNDARY 
i - Boundary Stress Resultants 
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EXAMPLE U N I F O R M  T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER U N I F O R M  NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 CURVE 1: UPPER BOUNDARV 
a CURVE 2: LOUER BOUNDARY 
*.$IF? 
010 000 
8 0 .1  
THETA 
j - Boundary Stress Resultants 
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EXAMPLE UNIFORM T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 R I C H 1  BOUNDARY 
X 
k - Boundary Stress  Resultants 
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EXAMPLC U N I F O R M  T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PREaSURE 
0 CURVE I: UPPER BOUNDARY 
n C U R V E  z=  LOWER B O U N D A R Y  
e 
1 - Boundary Stress Resultants 
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EXAMPLE UNIFORM T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 R I C H 1  BOUNDARY 
- 1  . O X l O * ~ ~  
0 
JO - 4 0  .10 . (0 . 10 .00 . m m  
X 
in - Boundary Stress Resultants 
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EXAMPLE U N I F O R M  T H I C K N E S S  CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL P l E O U R E  
0 CURVE 1 1  UPPER BOUNDARY 
X CURVE 2 1  LOYER BOUNDARY 
THETA 
n - Boundary Stress Resultants 
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EXAMPLE UNIFORM THICKNESS CONE UNDER UNIFORM NORMAL PRESSURE 
0 R I C H 1  BOUNDARY 
X 
o - Boundary Stress Resultants 
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4 . 3  LISTING O F  THE PROGRAM 
The complete saurce program is given in  Table 6. 
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